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IMPLICATIVE HOMOMORPHISMS  WITH
FINITE RANGES

WILLIAM  C  NEMITZ

Abstract.   In this note, it is shown that every implicative

homomorphism with a finite range is a factor of a projection.

In this note, we shall prove a theorem to the effect that given any

implicative homomorphism with finite range, there is a subimplicative

semilattice of the domain on which the homomorphism is an isomorphism.

It follows from this that every finite implicative semilattice is an absolute

quotient retract, and hence projective. Incidentally, it is easy to show that

the only injective implicative semilattice is the trivial (one element) one.

The theorem of this note also has applications in the theory of varieties of

implicative semilattices, since it follows that the class of all implicative

semilattices, which do not contain a given finite subdirectly irreducible

implicative semilattice as a subalgebra, is a variety. For definitions and

basic properties of implicative semilattices, the reader is referred to [1],

[2], [3], and [4].

Let (L, A, *, 1) be an implicative semilattice.

Definition 1. If x and y are elements of L, we say y is fixed by x if

x*y=y. If SçL, we say S is fixed by x if every element of 5 is fixed by x.

Finally, if Fç: L, we say S is fixed by T if S is fixed by every element of T.

Note that if S is fixed by T, then every subset of S is fixed by every sub-

set of T. Also, note that if v is fixed by x, and z e L, then z*y is fixed by x.

Lemma 1. An element of a bounded implicative semilattice L is closed

if and only if it is fixed by every dense element of L.

Proof. First let a be closed in L, d dense in L. Then d*a^(d*a)**=a,

so a is fixed by d. Now assume that a is an element of L which is fixed by

every dense element of L. Then, in particular, a is fixed by a***a. But

(a***a)*a—(a***a)*(a**A(a***a))=a**, since a** is closed in L and

a***a is dense. Hence a is closed in L.

Definition 2. For xeL, and S s L, we say that S is total with respect

to x if x*y e S for every y e S. Again if Fç L, S is total with respect to T

if S is total with respect to every element of T.
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Note that if S is total with respect to T, then S is total with respect to

every subset of T, and the subimplicative semilattice of L generated by S

is total with respect to T.

Lemma 2. Let L be an implicative semilattice, J a principal filter of L,

and A the closed algebra of J. Then A is total with respect to L, and hence

with respect to any subset of L.

Proof.    This follows from Lemma 1 and the second note after Defini-

tion 1.

Definition 3.    For AçL, and BçL, let

A V B = {c:c = a A b for some aeA and b e B).

Lemma 3. Let A^SL, B^SL, such that A is fixed by B, and B is total

with respect to A. Then AVB^SL (^s denotes "is a subalgebra of").

Proof. It suffices to show that for ateA, b¡eB, i=l, 2, (axAbx)*

(a2Ab2) e A\~B. But (axAbi)*(a.,Ab2)=bx*(ai*a2)Aai*(bi*b.2) e AVB.

Lemma 4. Let A^SL, B^SL, C^SL, such that A is fixed by B and C,

B is fixed by C, B and C are total with respect to A, and C is total with

respect to B. Then A is fixed by 5VC, and /JVC is total with respect to A.

Proof. For aeA, beB, and ceC, (bAc)*a=b*(c*a)=a. and

a*(bAc)=a*bAa*c e 5VC.

Lemma 5. Let A^SL, B^SL, A'^SL', B'-^JJ, L' another implicative

semilattice. Let A be fixed by B, B total with respect to A, and similarly for

A' and B'. Let a be an isomorphism from A onto Ä, and ß be an isomorphism

from B onto B' such that for aeA and beB,

a(a) * ß(b) = ß(a * b).

Let a be defined as follows: For c e A\~B. let c=aAb,for some aeA and

beB. Define a by o(c) = x(a)Aß(b). Then a is an isomorphism from A\B

onto A'VB'.

Proof. 1. a is a mapping. Let ceAXB, such that c=aiAbi, a¡eA,

6, e/?, i=l, 2. Then axAbx^a2, and so bx*(ax*a2)=ax*a»=l, and hence

ai^a2. Similarly a.,^ai, and hence ai = a„. Call this element a. Now

a*bi=a*b», so at.(a)*ß(bx) = ß(a*bx) = ß(a*b.-.) = ii(a)*ß(b<.), and so a(a)A

^(¿.1) = a(a)A/3(62).

2. a is a homomorphism. Clearly, a preserves meets. Let ci—aiAbi,
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a(eA, bteB, i—\, 2. Then

a(c± * c2) = a(a1 *a2Aa1* (bY * b2))

= a{ax) * o.(a2) A afo) * (p\bx) * ß(b2))

= (x(a1)r\ß(b1))*(x(a2)Aß(b2))

= cr(Ci) * a(c2).

3. Clearly a is onto.

A. a is one-to-one. Let a(ci) = a(c2), ci—aiAbi, at e A, b¡ e B, z=l, 2.

Then c/.(a1)Aß(bi) = oi(a2)Aß(b2), so œ(fl1)=œ(a2), and since a is an iso-

morphism, ax=a2. Also, a(a1)*/?(/b1) = a(a1)*i3(è2). So a1*b1=a2fb2, and

hence Ci = c2.

Theorem. Let f be a homomorphism from an implicative semilattice L

onto a finite implicative semilattice M. Then there is a finite subimplicative

semilattice N of L such that f\N is an isomorphism onto M.

Proof. We first examine the structure of M. Since M is bounded,

M=M**¥DX, where F^ is the dense filter of M, and A/** is the closed

algebra of M. Similarly Di can be decomposed into 7)f *V7)2, and so on.

Hence, letting D0=M,

M = D**V(D**\-(D**V(- • • A**V(A*+* V • • • V7)n)- • •))).

Now each of the Df* in this sequence is a finite Boolean algebra which

is total with respect to all of its predecessors and fixed by each of its

successors. That Df* is total with respect to its predecessors follows from

Lemma 2. That Df* is fixed by each of its successors follows from the fact

that Df* is fixed by Di+X and each of the successors is a subset of Di+V

We shall construct a sequence F0, Ex, Es, • • • , E„ such that each E( is a

subimplicative semilattice of L, and such that

1. f\E¿ is an isomorphism of £¿ onto Df*,

2. each E¡ is fixed by each of its successors,

3. each E¿ is total with respect to each of its predecessors.

The proof is completed by repeatedly applying Lemmas 4 and 5.

To find the £,, first find a principal filter F0 of L which/maps onto D0=

M. Then select a principal filter Fj in the dense filter of F0 such that/maps

Fx onto Di. Continue in this manner, getting a sequence F0, Fx, • • •,

Fj, • • • , F„, such that F, is a principal filter of the dense filter of F¡_x, and

/maps F¡ onto D(. Each E¿ will be chosen from the closed algebra of F,,

and hence clearly condition 2 above will be satisfied.

We shall describe a process for finding £,, assuming the E0, ■ ■ ■ , Et_x

have already been found. It will be obvious that a simplification of this

process can be used to find E0. Briefly, the process is as follows: For each

dual atom of Df*, select a preimage under/, closed in Ft. If this preimage

fails to meet certain requirements, it is replaced by another preimage
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determined by the first choice. This process of replacement is continued

through several steps until a set of preimages of the dual atoms of Df* is

found which generate an algbra E¡, which satisfies the three requirements

stated above.

Let A=\J)zl Ej. The problem is to find E¡ total with respect to A. For

each element a of A, let a' denote f (a). Now let b' be a dual atom of Df*.

The elements of A can be divided into two classes; class lb', those elements

a of A such that d*b' = \, and class 2b', those elements a of A such that

a' *b' — b'. These two sets form a partition of A, since a'*b' is an element of

Df*. Recall that it follows from Lemma 2 that Df* is total with respect to

M. Choose b e F** n/*-1(è')- Now consider the elements a of class lb'

seriatum. If a*bj£l, replace b by the closure in F¡ of the pseudojoin (see

[5]) of a and b. The pseudojoin of a and b is defined to be ((a*b)*b)A

((b*a)*a). It is idempotent, commutative, an upper bound of the set {a, b},

and is equal to b if and only if a^b. Note that the new b is in/_1(¿>')- Now

let x be the meet of all elements of class 2b'. If x*b^b, replace b by x*b.

At this stage, for each dual atom b' of Df*, we have chosen an element b

of Ff*nf-X(b'), such that if a is in class lb', then a*b=l, and if a is in
class 2b', a*b = b. Hence the set made up of these elements b together with

1 is total with respect to A, and thus so is the subimplicative semilattice B

generated by this set. Also note that B is finite, B^F**, and f(B) = Df*.

Now for each dual atom b' of Df* choose b maximal in i?fy_1(¿>'). It

follows that b is greatest in /?n/-1(r/)> since if a e BC\f-x(b'), then so is

the pseudojoin of a and b. Since b is maximal in /?n/_1(6')> this pseudo-

join equals b, and hence a^b. Again if a is in class lb', then a*b=l, and

if a is in class 2b', then a*b = b. Also, if bx and b2 are the elements chosen

for two distinct dual atoms b[ and b!¿, then el*é2=¿2- From this it follows

that E¿ can be taken as the set of elements which can be obtained as meets

of some set of these finally chosen b, together with 1.
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